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LOT 1108

A collection of Chinese pottery and works of art, 19th century and later,
including a turquoise glazed pottery bottle vase with lacquered
decoration, height 30cm, a pair of turquoise glazed Buddhistic lions,
height 35.5cm, and a group of carved soapstone figures and spill vases
(some faults).

Estimate: £70 - £100

Condition Report

1108. Pair Buddhistic lions - in good condition with no cracks, chips or restoration. Typical crazing to glaze. One
with minor staining to glaze of base. 
Bottle vase - pottery body in generally good condition but there is significant loss and wear to the lacquered
decoration, also typical surface scratches to glaze and a few tiny chips to footrim. 
Pair crackle glazed vases - missing covers, first with 2.5cm by 1cm chip out of top rim edge, otherwise both in
good condition. 
Cylindrical crackle glazed vase - approx half of iron oxide glazed top rim broken into 4 pieces and visibly glued,
with associated cracks running into the main body - some losses along the break lines. 
Cloisonne vase - in good condition with no cracks, chips or restoration. 
Chinese vase with buddhistic lion handles - missing approx one quarter section of neck rim with glued repair to
another quarter section and a triangular shaped chip approx 2 by 1cm opposite this damage, associated
haircracks running from each part of these damages, one particularly bad crack runs the height of the vase,
curving above the footrim and rising back into the body of the vase. 
Pair soapstone buddhistic lions - both in generally good condition with typical minor chips and scuffs. 
Remaining soapstone items - generally in good order with typical chips and scuffs.
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